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DIRECTIONS:

• Do not turn over the page until you are told to do so.

• This is a closed book exam. No communicating with
other students, or looking at notes, or using electronic
devices. You may ask the professor or TA to clarify the
meaning of a question but do so in a way that causes
minimal disruption.

• If you finish early, you may leave early but do so as
quietly as possible. The exam script should be given to
the professor.

• There are five questions. All carry the same number of
marks but some questions may be easier than others.
Don’t spend too long on a problem if you’re stuck – you
may find that there are other easier questions.

• The front and back of the pages can be used for solu-
tions. There are also a blank page at the end that can
be used. If you are using these pages, clearly indicate
which question you’re answering. Further paper can be
requested if required. However, the best answers are
those that are clear and concise (and of course correct).

• The exam will finish at 12:30 pm.
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Question 1 (The Warm-Up Question). In this question, we consider the following undirected
graph where the weight of each edge should be assumed to be one.

v5v3
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v2 v4

1. What is the size of the maximum matching in the graph?

2. What is the diameter of graph?

3. What is the adjacency matrix of the graph?

4. Is the graph bipartite?

5. How many different spanning trees does the graph have?
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Question 2 (Matroids). No proof are required in the first three parts of this question.

1. Let E = {a, b, c} and I = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, c}, {b, c}}. Is (E, I) a subset system?

2. Let E = {a, b, c} and I = {∅, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}}. Is (E, I) a matroid?

3. State the Cardinality Theorem.

For the rest of the question, consider an arbitrary graph G = (V,E) and let I be the set all
subsets E′ ⊆ E such that each connected component of G′ = (V,E′) has at most one cycle.
For example, if G was the following graph

e1

e2 e3

e4 e5

e6 e7
e8

then {e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7} ∈ I but {e1, e2, e3, e4, e6, e8} 6∈ I.

4. Prove that (E, I) is a subset system for any graph.

5. Prove that (E, I) is a matroid for any graph.
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Question 3 (Making Change). Given an unlimited supply of coins of denominations x1, x2, . . . , xn,
we wish to make change for a value v; that is, we wish to find a set of coins whose total value
is v. This might not be possible: for instance, if the only available denominations are 5 and
10 then we can make change for 15 but not for 12. The problem we consider is:

Input: Positive integers x1, . . . , xn and v.

Output: Whether it is possible to make change for v using coins of denominations x1, . . . , xn?

1. Give an O(nv) time dynamic-programming algorithm. Include all necessary details.

2. Prove that your algorithm is correct and takes O(nv) time.

3. How would you improve your algorithm if x1, . . . , xn, and v had a common factor?
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Question 4 (Finding A Shift). Suppose you are given an array A[1 . . . n] of distinct sorted inte-
gers that has been circularly shifted k positions to the right. For example, [35, 42, 5, 15, 27, 29]
is a sorted array that has been circularly shifted k = 2 positions, while [27, 29, 35, 42, 5, 15]
has been shifted k = 4 positions. We can obviously find the largest element in A in O(n)
time.

1. Design an O(log n) time algorithm for finding the shift. You may assume n is a power
of two.

2. Prove that your algorithm is correct.

3. Prove that your algorithm takes O(log n) time.
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Question 5 (Special Spanning Trees). Sometimes we need to find a spanning trees with addi-
tional special properties. Here’s an example of such a problem.

Input: Undirected, connected graph G = (V,E); edge weights we; subset of vertices U ⊂ V .

Output: Find the spanning tree of minimum total weight such that all nodes of U are leaves
(there might be other leaves in this tree as well).

1. In the following graph, what is a) the minimum weight of a spanning tree and b) the
minimum weight of a spanning tree in which node a is a leaf. The value of each edge
represents the length of that edge.
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2. Give an algorithm for this problem which runs in O(|E| log |E|) time. Hint: When you
remove nodes U from the optimal solution, what is left? You may assume the correctness
and running time of any algorithm analyzed in class.
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